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PASSENGER PREPARE FOR PENN A. C.

Coach Malcolm Drilla Varsity in Fuel Shortage

Mr. Horace Drum, Chairman of the Penn basketball team, has announced that he will leave his team in the hands of Mr. John Supreme 87.

CARMACK ENGAGES IN PRACTICE

With the Decree, Horace Drum and J. C. King got under way on the practice yesterday night and will devote to evening to preparation for the contest the better part of the week.

Coach Malcolm in his hour in fundamental and tactics of the game for that last night's workouts. He was an optimistic man.

Prof. Barnaby, at this year's football banquet, emphasized the importance of coming out for the team in the near future.

Kaspar, who is the leading man in the event, was vague in his estimates of the time due to the injury which he received. He was not yet able to engage in active practice for the team.

Christmas, the annual event, will be held on the University of Pennsylvania.

Future plans are for the team to meet with City College of New York will be discussed at more length in the near future.

The question of the election of the team for the coming year is for the next several weeks. The election will be for the next year's team and not for the coming semi."
Blue Anchor Inn Ginger Ale

Triple Sec—

THE DE LUXE DRINK AT A FRACTION OF AN ATTRACTIVE, FULL WRAPPED BOTTLES AS GOOD AS IT LOOKS. TRY THE CALL WITH COLLEGE MEN WHO KNOW.

NOTICES

WOODSTOCK SPORTS


Freshman Swimming—All members of freshmen swimming squad must meet Manager Wright at the 2 o'clock today 1:30 a.m. 

Variety—Following non-report in locker room today at 1:05 P.M. in regard to Variety. Frank Anderson, Prince; Ralph Anderson, Browser, Castle, Schuler, Hoffman, Gershow, Sattles, Abbe, Bons, and McLaughlin.

J. T. Barkley—All Junior varsity non-report for practice at 6 o'clock this evening.

CLASS

Junior Pictures—Men who have bought Junior class pictures may obtain them on presenting their receipts to Boyd Wilson, 215 South Thirty-sixth street. Fifty pictures are still available and may be obtained from any member of the committee, price $1.50.

WOODSTOCK SPORTS

Capital City Club—Meeting Wednesday at 7:30 in Houston Club. Camden Club—Meeting today in Houston Club at 1 o'clock.

NEWS FOR TODAY

Baker Shop—Tuesday today in Trieste at 1 o'clock.

Steamed Shop—All men going to Cleveland or Youngstown can make reservations for special car with Mr. Mason at Houston Club. Our Inter-City West Philadelphia train leaves at 11:40 P.M. December 21, 1932.

German Club—Friends School Club—Meeting tomorrow at 1:45 P.M. in Houston Club.

Rochester Club—All men from Rochester or vicinity expecting to return on the Lehikh, Friday nights, December 21, make reservations at 217 Pennsylvania Avenue. All day between 12 and 1:30 P.M.

Class——Students whose fathers are members of Chester Club please bring name to Mr. Register of Wharton School.

PUBLICATIONS

Judith—Business meeting at 11 o'clock in Fraternity today.

Punch Bowl—Business board meeting to Honolulu at 4 o'clock for elections.

Class Record—All board members present in Triangle today at 11:30 to record picture.

Pennsylvania—Try-outs a copy will be sold for members of the Pennsylvania Alumni Association. December 4, 1932.

Class—Individual pictures for the Class Record must be taken at Zamsky’s not later than December 23.

Band—No band rehearsal until after the holidays.

“Red and Blue Special” Reservations for the Red and Blue Special to Buffalo, Cleveland, Detroit. Chicago and points west can be made daily between 11 and 12 o’clock or the evening at 11:00 Pennsylvania Avenue.

Red and Blue Special—Train leaves on Friday, December 12, 12:05 P.M. from Reading Terminal.

WINTER’S WANT A SLOGAN

WANTED: Notary Public-Secretary is needed at the CO-OP, 345 Woodland Avenue.

Public Stenographer—if we haven’t sold you a typewriter then get your notes typed at the CO-OP, 3425 Woodland Avenue.

MAKE A TALE AND STOP AT FRENCH PASTRY SHOP 3926 Woodland

Everyone on the run For our delicious cinnamon bun

“JIM’S” DELICATESSEN

119 South 59th Street

Groceries

Candies, Drinks, Snacks, Sandwiches

Phone: Baring 7134

“Give Us a Try”

Being 0566

Christmann’s Bakery

380 Woodland Avenue

BREAD ROLLS PASTRY

The Fairmont Laundry

H. ZAMSKY

Portraits of Distinction

134 South 23rd St. Philadelphia

Official Photographer for 1932 Class “Record”

Special Discount to Students, Clubs and Fraternities

GYSTER STEWS A SPECIALTY

ALL KINDS OF SANDWICHES

Announcing Our Opening

THE QUARTER DECK

2917 WALNUT STREET

BITE BAR

Sixty-ninth and Market Streets

The Pennsylvanian

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1932

NOW THAT YOU HAVE READ THE OPINIONS OF NATIONAL LEADERS MORE INFORMATION CAN BE FOUND:

William E. Davie, 3232 Pennsylvania Avenue

Maurice T. Harrell, 3232 Locust Street

James L. Stover, 3701 Locust Street

J. Witty Jones, 3299 Locust Street

Berkshire Life Insurance Co.

of Pittsfu11, Mass.

Ecclelent H. Planmner, General Agent

421 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia

Service with Quality

Est. 1935

Louis M. Klob

Master Tailor

3711 Spruce St., S. 111th Street

Official shop to student residents of dormitories. 10 Memorial Tower. We steam clean all clothes FREE with coat of pressing. TO HIRE—Full Dress, Tuxedo, Formal Suits.

ORDERS CALLED FOR AND DELIVERED

Use Kyla Commutation Clothes Pressing Company

French Dry Cleaning, Reupholstering and Remodeling

WHITE HOUSE CAFE

Eating Headquarters

for

U. of P. Students

Sold at all Student Stores

BLACKS

Clothes Haberdashery

Kwik Ship

3192 Woodland Ave.

HABERDASHERY

Official Shop to student residents of dormitories, 10 Memorial Tower.

We steam clean all clothes FREE with cost of pressing.

ORDER—Full Dress, Tuxedo, Formal Suits.

CASH

Estates of Pittsfield, Mass.

Friday, and Saturday Evenings.

For good quality fabrics service guarantee of character, service, satisfaction.

Prices, $18 and upward for suits, Top Coats, Overcoats.

Jacoby Reed’s Sons

1524-26 Chestnut St.

OTTENBERG

Stamps

JACOB REED’S SONS

1524-26 CHESTNUT ST.
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NEW UNIVERSITY SONG BOOK
Edited by the Musical Club
Greatly Enlarged - - 151 Pages
Many New Songs INCLUDING Fight On, Pennsylvania and Loyal Sons of Penn
Ready for Delivery December 20th
Orders taken now at Houston Club Store for Christmas Delivery

CHINESE OPEN ESSAY CONTEST
"American Commercial Opportunities in China" subject of Theme For University Students
PROVOST WILL APPOINT JUDGES
"American Commercial Opportunities in China" is the subject of the essay in the prize contest which is being held under the auspices of The University of Pennsylvania Alumni Association of North China. A beautiful silver "paddles" has been offered as a prize to the winner of the contest. The contest is a Chinese Memorial Activity and is in exhibition from the Chinese Student Club.

Business Leadership
Babson Institute, Babson Park, Mass.

- Ferro & Company -
Suits and Overcoats ECONOMICALLY PRICED $30 $35 $40
And a vast variety ranging in price to $75.

These splendidly constructed garments are equal to those for which we would be obliged to exact much higher prices, were we to purchase them instead of making them ourselves.

Hair Stay Combed, Glossy
"Hair-Groom" Keeps Hair Combed—Well-Groomed

- Ferro & Company -
1332 Chestnut St.
Adjoining Garrick Theatre

Typewriters
Remington, Underwood and Corona Portable. Other standard makes as low as $20

- DON'T RENT, OWN YOUR OWN -
Every student should own a typewriter in this age of practical business education.
Bundy Typewriter Co., 3005 Chestnut, WAL 5774

CHINESE OPEN ESSAY CONTEST
"American Commercial Opportunities in China" subject of Theme For University Students
PROVOST WILL APPOINT JUDGES
"American Commercial Opportunities in China" is the subject of the essay in the prize contest which is being held under the auspices of The University of Pennsylvania Alumni Association of North China. A beautiful silver "paddles" has been offered as a prize to the winner of the contest. The contest is a Chinese Memorial Activity and is in exhibition from the Chinese Student Club.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 18, 1923

Hair Stay Combed, Glossy
"Hair-Groom" Keeps Hair Combed—Well-Groomed

- Ferro & Company -
Suits and Overcoats ECONOMICALLY PRICED $30 $35 $40
And a vast variety ranging in price to $75.

These splendidly constructed garments are equal to those for which we would be obliged to exact much higher prices, were we to purchase them instead of making them ourselves.

Milano Pipes
Inlaid with Sterling class numerals FREE during the month of December NIFTY BEN'S - 33rd @ Chestnut

Nearly every Fraternity on the campus serves--

Friehofer's FINE BREAD

BAILEY BANKS & BIDDLE CO.
Jewelers, Silversmiths, Stationers
Delightful Christmas Gifts
Are Illustrated in The Gift Suggestion Book 1924
Jewels, Watches, Clocks, Silver, China, Glass, and Novelties which include Pipes, Cigarette Cases and Holders, Canes, Umbrellas, etc.
The Pennsylvania State University has read with much interest the account which appears in The Pennsylvanian. It holds its enviable position in the university world, and rightfully too. If a holiday were granted for every wish and everyday, that would not be changed. Courses are mapped out on the long calendar. The last day in December is reserved for some students who will stay here Christmas, while the majority of us will return to homes far and wide. However, it is possible that the Latin Quarter will be crowded with students from distant parts of the country, who feel that it is practically impossible to get home in time for the holidays. Christmas, and the rest of the area. Discussion by the "straw vote." The straw vote itself was very pleased when The Pennsylvanian began a discussion of the Houston Club problems. On the contrary, I am not interested in the straw vote. The straw vote itself has a special significance for me. It is extremely poor taste to slam a rival publication regardless of the facts, because the student body does not belong. Therefore, we hope for the continued interest of The Pennsylvanian in its publication of the Houston Club. The Administration wants the student body to stay here Christmas, if they have put a doorbell on Logan Hall. They are hoping, however, that before long the changes may be in an interview with or without university seal. We haven't any evidence that the University seal will be possible? But would not a longer Christmas vacation be possible? Let the University begin school a week earlier. It is hoped, however, that before long the changes may be in an interview with or without university seal. We haven't any evidence that the University seal will be possible? But would not a longer Christmas vacation be possible? Let the University begin school a week earlier. The Houston Club Book Store advertises that they have "gifts for every member of the family, with or without university seal." We haven't any evidence that the University seal will be possible? But would not a longer Christmas vacation be possible? Let the University begin school a week earlier. We immediately sent the column Statisticians to our emancipators, and removed the titles that the pole is being erected on the north side of the avenue by request of the residents of some of the houses there. It seems that they have noticed the lack of something to eat and have accordingly placed the suggestion. At this time of the year, there is one way to avoid it. The Administration wants the student body to stay here Christmas, if they have put a doorbell on Logan Hall. They are hoping, however, that before long the changes may be in an interview with or without university seal. We haven't any evidence that the University seal will be possible? But would not a longer Christmas vacation be possible? Let the University begin school a week earlier. The Houston Club Book Store advertises that they have "gifts for every member of the family, with or without university seal." We haven't any evidence that the University seal will be possible? But would not a longer Christmas vacation be possible? Let the University begin school a week earlier. The Houston Club Book Store advertises that they have "gifts for every member of the family, with or without university seal." We haven't any evidence that the University seal will be possible? But would not a longer Christmas vacation be possible? Let the University begin school a week earlier. The Houston Club Book Store advertises that they have "gifts for every member of the family, with or without university seal." We haven't any evidence that the University seal will be possible? But would not a longer Christmas vacation be possible? Let the University begin school a week earlier. The Houston Club Book Store advertises that they have "gifts for every member of the family, with or without university seal." We haven't any evidence that the University seal will be possible? But would not a longer Christmas vacation be possible? Let the University begin school a week earlier. The Houston Club Book Store advertises that they have "gifts for every member of the family, with or without university seal."
TELL THEM WHERE YOU ARE HOME THAT—

Pennsylvania was the first institution in this country to achieve the distinction of being known as a university; that its wealth of tradition has been growing ever since it was founded in 1729 by Benjamin Franklin; and that among its alumni living in the Revolutionary Days were as many or more prominent personages than any other school could claim.

The Wharton School of Finance and Commerce was the first of its kind, and its establishment in the latter part of last century revolutionized the teaching of business and public service in the United States: that every important school of commerce and business administration in the land is modeled after it; and, despite many attempts at imitation, this department is still recognized as the best undergraduate school of business science in the world.

The University School of Architecture is ranked second only to the Beaux Arts Institute of Paris, numbering in its faculty the greatest master of design in the world, Dr. Paul Cret.

The Pennsylvania Dental School ranks as the first in the land, offering exceptional advantages both from the viewpoint of being located in one of the greatest cities in the world, and from the opportunity for clinical work. Over 10,000 patients are treated each year in connection with this department.

Pennsylvania's Law School was the first to be established in the United States, James Wilson, prominent in Colonial affairs, being the first head of this division of the University. Students pursuing this branch of learning have at their disposal within a few blocks of every corner of the campus—courts of every kind, from the lowest to the highest, with the exception of the United States Supreme Court, which is farther at hand than the campus.

The Medical Department of the University also bears the distinction of being the first of its kind established. It divides with Johns Hopkins and Harvard the leadership of American medical institutions, being especially renowned for its graduate course. Philadelphia had more hospital facilities, and consequently greater clinical opportunities, in proportion to its population than any other city in the world. The University also maintains a large hospital of its own on the campus, numbering an average of 500 patients.

Clevelanders Plan Frolic

Of interest to Clevelanders is the announcement that the Annual Intercollegiate Midnight Frolic will be held this year on January 2 at B. & H. Kolth's 16th street Theatre. The Intercollegiate Frolic Committee desires all non having any ability and willing to take part in the production to get in touch with Mr. Davis P. Shupe, 2410 Carnegie avenue, Cleveland.

ZULLINGER'S DRUG STORE

40th and Spruce Streets

Everything in Drugs

Up-to-date Soda Fountain

Good Service by Expert Barbers

Shoe Shining

MODERATE PRICE

Manicuring

B. Back

B. Basket

B. Ball

Beginning today and to Dec. 20

Every Penn student bringing this ad may select

6 Photographs at the special price of $6

Regularly Priced from $15 to $60 dozen

Cut this out-Today

Make Appointment Now

Choice of any style Photograph we make—regardless of style, size or finish. Including Artist Proof—Portraits 4x5 to 24x30 and Business sizes.

Sit Now for your Christmas Portraits

Champlin Studios

Phone Walnut 1219

1311 Walnut St.
The Fly-Front Coat

This improved by college

$32.50 to $47.50

Manufactured and sold exclusively by

MOLLYXUINENBERG & BRO.

521 Broadway

New York City

The Haunt
FOR A GOOD MEAL
214 South 37th Street

The Open Door
LUNCHEONETTE

Delicious Sandwiches, Cakes and Pies  •  Salads  •  Special Lunches  •  Tea, Coffee, Chocolate

Open 11 to 3  3250 Woodland Ave. Special 40c Hot Lunch

University of Pennsylvania
Headquarters

The BELLEVUE STRATFORD
PHILADELPHIA

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

The Thursday edition is the effective date of publication. All advertisements are payable in advance, no discount allowed.

FRANK'S SANDWICH SHOP

271 FRUSCHE ST.

STUDENT SUPPLIES

For orders and inquiries, please visit our website or contact us via email.

CLOTHES FOR THE COLLEGE MAN

CLOTHES

THE FLY-FRONT COAT

This appliance by college

$32.50 to $47.50

Manufactured and sold exclusively by

NAT'LUXENBERG & BROS.

521 Broadway

New York City

The Fly-Front Coat

This appliance by college

$32.50 to $47.50

Manufactured and sold exclusively by

NAT'LUXENBERG & BROS.

521 Broadway

New York City

The Haunt
FOR A GOOD MEAL
214 South 37th Street

Academy of Music
ONE NIGHT ONLY—WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 18 AT 8:15

"COTTON STOCKINGS"
A MUSICAL COMEDY

STUDENTS OPERA COMPANY OF UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, NATIONALITY FAMOUS SINCE 1901.

BIG HIT IN NEW YORK AND 14 OTHER CITIES

TICKETS $1 TO $5 AT BOX OFFICE AND BOX OFFICE

University of Pennsylvania
Headquarters

The BELLEVUE STRATFORD
PHILADELPHIA

FRANK'S SANDWICH SHOP

271 FRUSCLE ST.

STUDENT SUPPLIES

For orders and inquiries, please visit our website or contact us via email.